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Summary 

Information security is an important issue. Hill Cipher is 

one of the most famous symmetric cryptosystem that can 

be used to protect information from unauthorized 

access.Hill cipher is a polygraph substitution cipher based 

on linear algebra. Invented by Lester S. Hill in 1929, it 

was the first polygraph cipher which was practical to 

operate on more than three symbols at once, Hill Cipher 

has many advantages in data encryption. First, it is 

resistant to the frequency letter analysis. It's also very 

simple since it uses matrix multiplication. Finally, it has 

high speed and high throughput [1,13,14], However, 

noninvertible key matrix over  is the main disadvantage 

of Hill Cipher, because few of the matrices have inverses 

over . This means that the encrypted text can't be 

decrypted [2]. This paper suggests a new technique in Hill 

Cipher algorithm to overcome its major problem- 

noninvertible key matrix. also our paper suggest 

enhancement the security of Hill Cipher against known 

plaintext attack because all steps in Hill Cipher depend on 

linear algebra calculation This is possible by using public 

key idea and key generating depending on various options 

and without linear algebra steps. Therefore, it will be 

difficult for the attacker to get the key. Finally, our paper 

will present a proper solution for the problem of sending 

secret key ( ) for the first time. Our idea is using a public 

key public ( ) that doesn't sent but generated in the 

encryption and decryption sides.  
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1. Introduction 

This paper try to enhance the security of Hill Cipher which 

has drawback from known-plaintext attack, when pair of 

plaintext and ciphertext known, since Hill Cipher depend 

on matrix multiplication and so when plaintext and 

ciphertext know the key matrix easy to calculate [3], to 

overcome this problem we need to use key for every 

encrypted block but this approach not secure since the key 

send every block of data, and the key has size quadratic 

refer to the size of the plaintext, so our approach is to 

generate new key not every message but every block of 

plaintext, with steps has many possibilities of generation 

and have nonlinear algebra steps to make reverse of steps 

difficult, the first key used send by encrypted data using 

public RSA key then no key needed to send. 

Also Hill Cipher become handicapped when the 

determinant of the key matrix not prime relative to the 

modular value that use, mean that more than half of the 

matrix not included in the Hill Cipher algorithm that 

means less variety of options for key matrix then less 

secure and more restricted modeling, using our new 

technique we can use any matrix for key included 

noninvertible matrix, Our paper organized as follows. 

To use Hill Cipher we need secret key to be shared by the 

sender and the recipient, the problem is how to deliver the 

key for the first time of using, one of the options is used 

public key to send the secrete key, but still a problem of 

deliver the public key exist, our technique is used Diffie-

Hellman key exchange not to exchange the secrete key but 

to generate the public key that used to send secrete key. 

Section 2 differentiate symmetric and asymmetric 

cryptosystems, section3 describe the Hill Cipher algorithm 

and give example of its disadvantages, section 4 describe 

our method to overcame noninvertible key matrix problem, 

section 5 describe how sending secrete key using public 

key and introduce new procedure to overcome sending 

secrete key for the first time, section 6 will introduce our 

method for enhanced Hill Cipher security, the conclusion 

are in section 7. 

2. Symmetric and Asymmetric Cryptosystems 

The cryptosystems are divided into two parts first is the 

symmetric or private cryptosystem and the other type is 

the asymmetric or public key cryptosystem[12]. 

In symmetric cryptosystem the same key used in the 

sender and the recipient, which means the key used for 

encryption algorithm are also used for decryption 

algorithm [4]. 

Symmetric ciphers use substitution or transposition 

techniques or mixed of the two techniques, substitution 

map each plaintext elements into ciphertext elements, 

while transposition transpose the positions of plaintext 

elements [5]. 

Symmetric encryption algorithm not consuming too much 

computing power, so faster and simpler than asymmetric 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substitution_cipher#Polygraphic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_algebra
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lester_S._Hill&action=edit&redlink=1
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encryption algorithm, also key generation more easy in 

symmetric encryption, but the problem is that key 

distribution in symmetric encryption, also the key are 

share for sender and recipient[11]. 

In asymmetric encryption the opposite of previous points, 

that means asymmetric encryption slower, more 

complicated, but not need to share the same key for sender 

and recipient, but more secure. 

The decision to use symmetric or asymmetric encryption 

depends on the nature of use, it’s desirable to use different 

encryption and decryption keys in some cases of 

cryptosystems, and also a combination of both is being 

used. The asymmetric keys are used for authentication and  

 

after this have been successfully done, one or more 

symmetric keys are generated and exchanged using the 

asymmetric encryption [4-7]. 

3. Hill Cipher 

The Hill cipher is a famous symmetric cryptosystem from 

the early days, which was invented by Lester S. Hill 1929; 

1931), Hill cipher requires inverse of the key matrix while 

decryption. In fact that not all the matrices have an inverse 

and therefore they will not be eligible as key matrices in 

the Hill cipher scheme. Furthermore, due to its linear 

nature, the basic Hill cipher succumbs to known-plaintext 

attacks [4][9]. 

In Hill Cipher algorithm to encrypt plaintext block of size 

n, we need key matrix (  with entries are between 

 1,0 p  included, but the determinant must be 

relatively prime to , each entry in the plaintext block is 

between  1,0 p  included each block of plaintext is 

then an n-dimensional vector . We encrypt vector  

simply to produce the ciphertext vector c using the 

following linear algebra equation. 

. 

To decrypt ciphertext vector we need first to find the 

inverse matrix  to , where that matrix must be 

invertible over   then can calculate  from the 

mathematical model. 

. 

 

Using cryptosystem notation. 

For encryption 

 
For decryption 

 
To understand the Hill Cipher and its disadvantage of 

known-plaintext attack and not invertible key matrix let us 

consider the following simple example. 

 

Example: 

Let  and the plaintext message vector   the 

key matrix determinant must be prime relative to 26, let 

 the determinant of k is 15 and this number is 

prime relative to 26, and we can calculate the inverse of k 

that is 

  

then the ciphertext is 

  

By substitute. 

 
In the recipient side the plaintext can be decrypted as 

following 

. 

 

Due to Hill Cipher linear nature, the basic Hill cipher easy 

broken by known-plaintext attacks to understand that let us 

consider the following example. 

Example: 

Let   

Where  the plaintext vectors and  the 

ciphertext vectors. 

Then we can write the following key equations: 

 

 

Then , here the key calculated from known-

plaintext. 

Since the inverse of the matrix used for encrypting the 

plaintext does not always exist, the encrypted text cannot 

be decrypted, also any ciphertext vector can be generated 

from two different plaintext vectors, so the question which 

of the tow plaintext from generate the ciphertext, to 

understand this problem let us consider the following 

example. 

Example: 

To understand how the key will not be invertible over 

p=26 let  then the two 

plaintext vectors are transformed into the same ciphertext 

vector . 

This happened since the key matrix used has determinant 

of -2 and the mod(-2,26)=24 has common factor with 26 

that means the determinant of key matrix not prime 

relatively to 26. 
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4. Proposed method for noninvertible Key  

The new method depend on the idea that on 

encryption side each plaintext char convert into two 

ciphertext chars, and in the decryption side each tow 

ciphertext chars convert into one plaintext char, in 

this way we can use any key matrix (invertible or 

not), also the key generation that always difficult 

when key not invertible is solved. 

Encryption Steps: 

1- Convert the plaintext char into numerical numbers. 

2- Check if the determinant matrix is zero then add 

identity matrix else does nothing. 

3- Calculate the column vector . 

4- Calculate . 

5- Convert the numerical numbers  into chars. 

Decryption Steps: 

1- Convert the two sequence of ciphertext into 

numerical numbers . 

2- Check if the determinant matrix is zero then add 

identity matrix else does nothing. 

3- Calculate the column vector 

. 

4- Convert the numerical numbers p into char. 

5. Sending secret key securely 

Assume we has sender X and recipient Y, if we use public 

key ( ) and identifier ( ) and sending it to the sender 

and the sender generate the first secret key ( ) of Hill 

Cipher algorithm and encrypted  using , then Y 

decrypted the message to recover  using private key 

( ), then the first secret key of Hill Cipher algorithm 

arrive in secure way this neglect the need of third party 

center to distribute the Hill Cipher secret key, and more 

secure of third party. 

The problem if the attacker knows of this procedure and 

also knows the time of sending ( , ), let assume that 

the third party Z have , also assume Z has ability to 

intercepts the first message from Y to X, then Z replace 

this message with ( , ), and send it to X, after X 

encrypts the  using  and sending it, again Z 

intercepts the replay message and decrypts the  using 

 and store , then use  to encrypts  and 

sending it to Y, then Z know every message after this 

schema this protocol shown in figure 1. 

Y X

E(PUY,KS)

Z

PUY||IDY

PUZ||IDY

E(PUZ,KS)

 Figure1: Broken Public Key Encryption to Establish Secret Key protocol 

To enhance the previous procedure, we distribute the 

secrete key using previous procedure and with 

confidentiality and Authentication to understand this 

procedure consider figure2. 

Y X

E(PUX[N1||IDY])

E(PUY[N1||N2])

(1)

(2)

E(PUX,N2)(3)

E(PUX,E(PRY,KS))(4)
 

Figure2: Public Key Distribution of Secret Key 

This method has problem if the third party Z 

generates  and send it to Y instead of , also 

and send it to X instead of , as in figure 3 

the third party can be know the secret key. 

Y X

E(PUz1,[N1||IDY])

(1)
(2)

E(PU
Z1,N

2)

(3)

E(PU
Z1,E(PR

Y,K
S))

(4)

Z

E(PU
X,[N

1||ID
Y])

(1)

E(PU
Z2,[N

1||N
2])E(PUY,[N1||N2])

(2)

E(PUX,N2)

(3)

E(PUX,E(PRY,KS))

(4)

 Figure3: Broken Public Key Distribution of Secret Key protocol 

In this method also Z know , although it is difficult to 

know the secret key in first procedure and in second 

procedure, however still this hacking technique 

mathematically and logically Possible [10]. 
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Other power solution is by using Diffie-Hellman key 

exchange, but to exchange public-private generation key 

not to exchange secret key my technique are as following: 

 

Sender select  where 

 : Prime number. 

:   And  a primitive root of . 

Select any private integer . 

Calculate public integer  from the following equation: 

. 

Recipient selects  and receive  from sender, to 

calculate public integer  form private integer  

from the following equation: 

. 

And send  to the sender, and then the public-private 

generator key will calculate in the two sides as following: 

At the sender . 

At the recipient  

Consider figure4 to understand the previous steps of 

generating the public-private generator key. 

Y

Sender

X

recipient

(α,q)(1)

(2)YU

(2)XU

 Figure4: Public Key Generation To Distribution of Secret Key 

From this point each side start to calculate the pair of 

public and private key as following: 

 

1- Calculate s that sum the digits of . 

2- Select p=  less than . 

3- Select h=  less than . 

4- Calculate . 

5- Calculate . 

6- Select integer e such that  and e 

is   succeeded number. 

7- Calculate  where i start 

from 1 until the d become integer value. 

Then the public key  and the private key  are in 

the two side. 

Note this procedure in each step has options large enough 

and under each step new step with options also large 

enough, so the overall options are more than power of 

passive or active attacker to broken the key, also the key is 

kept from third party attacking that happened in the two 

previous procedure, sine the public key not send from one 

side to other and also the generator public-private. 

key not send but they calculated, also any step that has the 

term  can be simplified or complicated by 

changing the values of integer1 and integer2 and depends 

on the importance of the transfer of data and the time to 

transfer these data and other constraints, note that these 

calculation need only one time over the transmission of 

large message.  

 

Example: 

Sender select ,  and  

 
Recipient select  

 
To calculate the public-private generator key: 

At the sender . 

At the recipient . 

To calculate s: 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

  

Since 

 

. 

Then  and  at the sender 

and recipient. 

6. Proposed method for Key generation 

In this method we generate new key matrix every 

block of data by using the feedback approach, the 

first used key send by using RSA algorithm from the 

sender to the recipient, after generate public and 

private key at sender and recipient. 

The plaintext vector has  characters and the key 

matrix has  columns vector, each entry of plaintext 

vector swapping with min value of corresponding 

row and Summation with the max value of 

corresponding row to produce the new key matrix. 

This method first neglect the need of third party 

since the key used for encryption and decryption is 
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encrypted using RAS Public key of the recipient and 

send from sender to recipient. 

Second when the key never send as is between 

sender and recipient or from third party the 

seriousness of discover the key also neglected, third 

advantages is when the attacker know the part of 

plaintext and the ciphertext he can’t discover the key 

since the key change every block of data and the way 

of change have large possibilities, and haven’t 

inverse. 

Generating new key steps: 

At the encryption side: 

1- Send the key matrix using public key of recipient. 

2- Using the key to encryption one block. 

3- Using the block of data to swapping with min 

value of corresponding row and Summation with 

the max value of corresponding row to produce 

the new key matrix. 

4- Checks if the determinant of new key zero then 

adds identity matrix for it, else do nothing. 

5- Repeat from second to fourth step. 

At the decryption side: 

1- Receive and decrypt the key matrix using private 

key of recipient. 

2- Using the key to decryption one block. 

3- Using the block of data that decrypted to 

swapping with min value of corresponding row 

and Summation with the max value of 

corresponding row to produce the new key matrix. 

4- Checks if the determinant of new key zero then 

adds identity matrix for it, else do nothing. 

5- Repeat from second to fourth step. 

All previous steps can be summarized in figure 5. 

 

EncryptionSender Decryption
Plaintext Ciphertext

Recipient

Generate 

New Key

O
ld

 K
e

y

Plaintext

N
e

w
 K

e
y

 
Figure5: Secret Key Generation 

 

Complete algorithm 

Now after the public-private generator key exchange and 

the first secret key securely transfer from sender to the 

recipient the tow problems of noninvertible key matrix and 

known-plaintext attack can be summarized using one 

encryption and one decryption algorithm as follow: 

 

Algorithm For Encryption 

 

 

 
modular value 

. 

. 

 
  { 

 Do 

{ 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Send ( ) 

else 

Send (  

end if 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Algorithm For Decryption 

 
Receive   

 

 
  { 

 Do 

{ 

 

 

 
d=  
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7. Conclusion 

When the key matrix is sent for the first block of data 

encryption using public key at each side, sender and 

receiver, we drop the need of secure channel. We also 

overcome the problem of key distribution in symmetric 

encryption. And we avoid the danger of third party 

introduced in section 5. 

Any matrix including noninvertible matrix over  can be 

used, as well as zero determinant matrix in modified hill 

cipher algorithm. Therefore, there will be no restriction on 

key generation or failure of choosing key matrix. And so, 

it will be very difficult for the attacker to get the key but 

easier to choose and generate the key in the algorithm. 

We need to transmit  characters in order to encrypt 

size n character data. But this is a simple problem 

compared with the problems solved in this paper, also 

comparing with very large capabilities of data transition in 

2009. 

The method of generating a new key is secure enough 

since the key changes every sent block. So the number of 

unknowns become more than the number of equation 

available to the attacker. Therefore, there is no 

mathematical solution for this system. In addition, the idea 

of generating a new key in each block has no unique 

inverse, because it swaps max and min unknown values 

with the old key values. And so, the attacker has no 

mathematical model to retrieve the key. 

If the attacker will be able to break the modified hill 

Cipher, he needs to follow the transmitted encrypted data 

from the very beginning till the end. He will also need 

other unlimited abilities. 
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